Your complete supplier of
machinery and equipment
for the tree care industry

Climbing Equipment

KARABINERS
We carry an extensive range of steel
& aluminium karabiners, mallions,
caritools, swivels and locking snaps.

KONG BIG “8” STEEL
The Kong Big “8” is forged from steel
and suits 8-16mm rope. Excellent
value for money and a great
alternative to the traditional alloy
figure 8, this rescue 8 also has ears
for extra safety and carries a tensile
strength of 5 tonnes.

FLIP LINES
Choose from wire core or soft rope
flip lines.

PORT-A-WRAP
TOOL STROP
The strop is constructed with a safety
strap that is designed to absorb the
force or shock load of a chainsaw.
The safety strap will begin to tear
when approximately 30 kg or greater
of force is applied.

Used for lowering heavy branches
or logs, the Port-A-Wrap is a friction
device that enables a single person
to control loads many times their
own weight.

TEUFELBERGER PULLEYSAVER
The climbing rope moves with the usual
ease on the PINTO pulley. The resilient
eye which facilitates the retrieval of the
pulleySAVER returns to its original position
even after a thousand cycles.

ROPES
A great range of climbing, lowering
and high access ropes, all rated to
Australian standards.

ZING-IT
THROW LINE
55 metres (180 ft) x
1.75mm. 560 lbs strength.
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Your complete supplier of
machinery and equipment
for the tree care industry

Climbing Equipment

PULLEYS
Pulleys of all descriptions,
including fixed side, swivel
cheek and prusik pulleys.

Bullet throw weights feature a
sleek, aerodynamic design and
contrasting colours that are
easy to see. A bottom loop for
an accessory karabiner offers
easy rope attachment.

TREEMAGINEERS
TREEMOTION HARNESS
TreeMOTION has opened up new dimensions for
tree climbers - increased freedom of movement,
individual gear loops, high work positioning
comfort, improved distribution of load, special
D-rings, an exchangeable rope bridge and hip-legconnection. Three easy-to-handle readjustment
mechanisms allow users to tune the front D-rings
to their individual needs. The entire forward
suspension system is constantly in motion and
therefore ideally geared to the body movements
of the climber.

WEAVER DELUXE
THROW BAGS

PETZL MICROGRAB
Suits all Hi-Vee fliplines.
Designed for use with 1/2” rope.
Aluminium body with a cable
spring to tension the ribbed
cam.

BIG SHOT
Still the easiest way to get your
line into the tree, the Big Shot
works like a giant slingshot
to launch lines up to 100
feet. This kit comes with
the Big Shot Head
and 2 x 4ft heavy
duty fibreglass
poles.

BUCKINGHAM
POLE CLIMBERS
Complete kits or buy gaffs,
straps and pads separately.

PETZL HANDLED
ASCENDER
Ergonomic moulded handle for
comfort and thermal insulation.
Lower holes for connecting a
lanyard and installing a foot loop
with a quick link.

BAGS
Rope bags, tool bags, kit bags,
chainsaw bags and throwline
bags for all your storage needs.
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